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Abstract

Recent global and cloud computing render the Internet and Web application to be a paramount field since it is uncomplicated to access and less time and space limitation. On the other hand, a growing number of computations using grid computing techniques indicates the requirements and quantities of large-scale computations are becoming foremost progressively. Therefore, that will be much practicable if there is a Web-based service that could provide Grid computing functions. In this paper, Several similar Web-based cloud and parallel computing systems will be discussed and a model of Web application termed GCaaS which supports grid computing services will be introduced.

1. Introduction

Grid computing provides outstanding performance at large-scale computations and complex calculations. Grids started off in the mid-90s to address large-scale computation problems using a network of resource-sharing commodity machines that deliver the computation power affordable only by supercomputers and large dedicated clusters at that time [1]. There are several of complicated fields such like DNA computing, volcanic activity, climate change, and graphics computation, which need be solved accurately. Since the applications in these fields cannot be processed at only one processor or computer, a grid computing system, which consists with several computers or processors, is able to solve problems together is necessary.

Nevertheless, it is a fairly tedious work to deploy a grid computing system [2]. Besides, there are few kinds of friendly user interface for accessing existed grid computing systems, which means it is laborious that try to using grid computing technologies as non-professional-grid-computing developers. However since there is a growing number of large-scale computing usages [3], it is necessary to build an anyone-easy-to-use grid computing system for those people who need deal with large-scale computational problems.

In this paper, we will introduce a new system model for supporting grid computing application on Web termed GCaaS. GCaaS stands for Grid Computing as a Service. This model presents a concise structure which includes a background multiple task processing framework, a task distributing mechanism, a friendly responsive design Web front-end user interface.

We will discuss several related and similar systems in the second section, the third section will illustrate the details of our GCaaS model. Furthermore, an experiment implementation system will be discussed termed GCaaS-1.0 to verify the practicability and feasibility of GCaaS. Ultimately, the future work will present the plan to develop this system with more convenient functions and the summary with several issues from development procedure will be exhibited either.

2. Related Work

2.1. XtermWeb

XtermWeb is a cloud computing model for parallel computing. This system approximately separated as root server, workers LAN and results collector. The server distributes jobs to the workers which connected by LAN and workers return results to collector when jobs have been complete [4]. XtermWeb is based on a model of distributed system and able to append or detach workers groups. Another feature of XtermWeb has its own communication protocol to support stable and secure data transmission.

The XtermWeb seems like an initial model of Web based parallel computing service and also emerged several problems and disadvantages such like non-friendly UI and since XtermWeb is a complex distributed system it is ambitious to setup for a non-professional developer.

2.2. GridSim

GridSim is a toolkit for the modeling and simulation of distributed resource management and scheduling for grid computing [5]. GridSim could simulate different types of resources in a grid network and with no limit on the number of task jobs.

However, the heterogeneous architecture of GridSim system courses the obstacle of system portability, it means GridSim could not be redeployed conveniently to another computer when building a new grid computing environment.
3. System Architecture

In this section, the system architecture of GCaaS will be presented by its consisted modules. The background processing module of GCaaS was developed based on an open-source parallel computing framework named JPPF [5], to provide system accessibility for multiple platforms we chose an open-source responsive design web framework called Webplate [6]. Since the JPPF framework runs at Java environment we built a JSP server for our web application. The next three subsections will illustrate the deployment of grid computing network, processing procedure of system back-end and the web front-end of GCaaS.

3.1. Grid Computing Network Deployment

The JPPF framework provides a main processing module of GCaaS for application jobs and since it could support parallel computing that is possible to run multiple jobs at the same time. We optimized the existed JPPF framework to suit GCaaS and Figure 1 illustrated the optimized JPPF architecture of GCaaS.

![Figure 1 JPPF architecture of GCaaS](image)

As shown as Figure 1, the user sends AJ (Application Job) to JPPF server and JPPF server transmit AJ to network hub program, the hub will distribute AJ to connected JPC or JPC (Job Processing Computer) group. JPC will return processed results to JPPF server when AJ was solved and JPPF server will print out the result to user. JPPF server could serve as a JPC to process AJ if there is no connected JPC exists or all the JPCs are busy.

3.2. Processing Procedure of System Back-end

GCaaS is able to add an extra external computer as a JPC when it connected the grid network and it also is able to add several JPCs as a JPC group to process AJs with exited JPC group together. In the other hand, it is certainly able to reduce or disconnect JPC or JPC group and without changing system configuration. The excellent expandability leads GCaaS could suit almost any of situations whatever the computable resources are much or less. Figure 2 presented the procedure of GCaaS system during processing an Application Job.

![Figure 2 AJ processing procedure](image)

As shown as Figure 2, the user sends AJ (Application Job) to JPPF server and JPPF server transmit AJ to network hub program, the hub will distribute AJ to connected JPC or JPC (Job Processing Computer) group. JPC will return processed results to JPPF server when AJ was solved and JPPF server will print out the result to user. JPPF server could serve as a JPC to process AJ if there is no connected JPC exists or all the JPCs are busy.

3.3. Responsive Web Front-end Design

To provide accessibility of GCaaS system for different platforms such as PC, smart-phone and tablet we designed a responsive Web front-end. Responsive Design. New web standards are making responsive design practical, allowing designers to create a single website that can adapt layout and content to viewing contexts across a spectrum of digital devices and the result should be a more satisfying experience for any user [7]. There are plenty of Responsive Web Design frameworks such as Groundwork CSS [8], MUELLER Grid System [9], Cool Kitten [10], etc. We chose a concise Responsive Web Design framework named Webplate to build a friendly Web front-end UI of GCaaS system. Webplate is an open-source Responsive Design framework based on Apache License 2.0 [6]. Figure 3 presented the main page of GCaaS, users and system administrator could access the GCaaS Web page and login to the system, adding new Job Processing Computer (JPC) or submit a new Application Job.
Figure 4 is the view of accessing main page of GCaaS system through a smartphone and all the functions are able to be used when using any of non-PC browsers.

4. Features of GCaaS system

In this section, we will discuss all the features of GCaaS from its mobility, easy-portability, light-weight property, security and flexibility.

4.1. Mobility

Since GCaaS supports Responsive Web Design fairly well the management and use of system will not be limited at traditional PCs, people can access the GCaaS system at anywhere in anytime by any of platforms without system performance changes. The mobility provides a much more convenient approach than other similar systems.

4.2. Easy-portability

GCaaS does not depend on an installation procedure before starting running it. The JPPF server could be set-upped by running a short shell command and it is also handy to add a Job Processing Computer (JPC) that just start a processing program meanwhile the connection with JPPF server will be connected by network hub program automatically. Not only that, to optimize the information storage space of Job Processing Computer (JPC) and Application Job (AJ) we built a database system to storing those data. Figure 5 presented the GCaaS architecture of the connection of the processing system and database. That will be much easier when porting GCaaS system to another environment because including such as system configuration information, network information, JPC information, AJ data and results all of data just need to insert a new database without reconfiguring and restoring.

4.3. Light-weight Performance

The whole scale of the GCaaS system is under 50 MBs including a JPPF server, Job Processing Computer (JPC) and database configuration files. This kind of system scale saves lots of computer and storage resources but still could provide grid computing services [11].

4.4. Security

To protect the Job Processing Computer (JPC) and stored data from intent attack, we use a firewall to avoid those job processing related modules being exposed straightforwardly on the Internet. Figure 6 demonstrated the full structure of GCaaS system with all system components. The protection of JPPF server was also be considered by adding a user authentication module.

4.5. Flexibility

As we discussed at section 3.2, GCaaS system is available at both of expanding or reducing Job Processing Computer (JPC) to suit different computation requirements and
environments, it is quite efficient to save unnecessary resources and spaces. Figure 7 illustrated the device status page of GCaaS, user is supported to manage all the devices including the JPPF server such as stop/run, connect/disconnect and delete. As shown as Figure 7, both of machine 1 and machine 2 are connected in the same JPC group and that will be an independent JPC if the JPC Group prints 0 like machine 2 and 3.

5. Conclusion & Future Work

Grid computing provides an outstanding performance at large-scale computations. In the other hand, since could computing and SaaS represent be the general trend we put these two technologies together and built a new system model for provide grid computing services on a Web application named GCaaS. By discussing the similar existed systems and introducing the architecture of GCaaS the feasibility and practicability were verified. The Features of GCaaS presented several advantages of GCaaS and the structure of GCaaS system with full components was also be discussed. We will keep developing and optimizing GCaaS system to become a veritable powerful grid computing Web application.
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